The new Audi Q3

The figures for fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions can be found from page 44 onwards.

Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
"Awesome!"

We say:

"Its character has become more mature, its presence even more confident. The new Audi Q3 is a powerful, dynamic SUV that cuts a fine figure both on the road and off."
You say: “Wow!”

We say: Dynamic lines, technologically styled surfaces and maximum three-dimensionality make the Audi Q3 stand out from the crowd. The raised front end shows presence. Matrix LED headlights take its brilliance to a new level. Another special feature is the new grille architecture that makes the DNA of the Q family immediately recognisable.

The figures for fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions can be found from page 44 onwards.

Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
The new Audi Q3

We say:
"Impressive driving dynamics is standard in the new Audi Q3. Its quattro drive and powerful engines ensure driving enjoyment in a matter of seconds, both on the road and off."

You say:
"Well ahead!"

The figures for fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions can be found from page 44 onwards.

Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
We say:
“Size can be found in every dimension in the new Audi Q3. Be it through more space and comfort, the dashboard in 3D look, the 12.3-inch virtual cockpit plus or the new MMI centre display with 10.1-inch touchscreen. It makes operating all convenience and infotainment functions more intuitive than ever before.”

The figures for fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions can be found from page 44 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

You say:
“You say: “Top!”

We say:
“Size can be found in every dimension in the new Audi Q3. Be it through more space and comfort, the dashboard in 3D look, the 12.3-inch virtual cockpit plus or the new MMI centre display with 10.1-inch touchscreen. It makes operating all convenience and infotainment functions more intuitive than ever before.”

The figures for fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions can be found from page 44 onwards.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.
Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
We say:

“The Audi smartphone interface connects your smartphone to the vehicle and shows apps on the MMI screen. In this way, music streaming services can be called up at any time. In addition, the Bang & Olufsen Premium Sound System with 3D effect produces a sound as authentic as the original source.”

You say:

“Sounds great!”
The MMI centre display ensures user-friendly operation of familiar online services and functions. The Wi-Fi hotspot connects up to eight mobile devices to the internet. But not only the infotainment makes the time fly by. Predictive route guidance also gets you to your destination as quickly as possible.

You say:
“What can I do online?”

We say:
“The MMI centre display ensures user-friendly operation of familiar online services and functions. The Wi-Fi hotspot connects up to eight mobile devices to the internet. But not only the infotainment makes the time fly by. Predictive route guidance also gets you to your destination as quickly as possible.”

The figures for fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions can be found from page 44 onwards. Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
Convenience & flexibility

The figures for fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions can be found from page 44 onwards.

Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

You say: 
“Practical.”

We say:
“Sliding rear seat bench, variable flat loading floor, electric tailgate, available with gesture control in conjunction with the convenience key, two integrated LED spotlights in the tailgate, USB ports and a 12V socket. Just a few of many functions that make the Audi Q3 particularly suitable for everyday use and the ideal companion for your lifestyle.”
You say:  
“Just the job!”

We say:  
“530–1,525 l of luggage space and an extended storage and luggage compartment package. The generous amount of space in the Audi Q3 will please not only the luggage, but also the passengers in the front and back.”
Technology
The figures for fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions can be found from page 44 onwards.

Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.

Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

You say:
“Not stupid at all.”

We say:

"The intelligent technology in the Audi Q3 means a relaxed drive: Audi pre sense front and numerous assistants provide warnings and can intervene in an emergency – all the way up to automatic full braking. Whether changing lanes or stuck in stop-and-go traffic – the Audi Q3 assists you as far as the rules of engineering allow.

Please note that the systems can assist the driver with the driving task only within the relevant system limits. However, the driver remains responsible for driving the vehicle and is required to be attentive at all times.

The intelligent technology in the Audi Q3 means a relaxed drive: Audi pre sense front and numerous assistants provide warnings and can intervene in an emergency – all the way up to automatic full braking. Whether changing lanes or stuck in stop-and-go traffic – the Audi Q3 assists you as far as the rules of engineering allow.

Please note that the systems can assist the driver with the driving task only within the relevant system limits. However, the driver remains responsible for driving the vehicle and is required to be attentive at all times.
“Yeahhh!”

You say:

We say:

Look forward to an intensive driving experience that, thanks to Audi drive select, adapts to suit your personal preferences. Dynamic, efficient or with the new “offroad” driving profile for enhanced off-road suitability. Assisted by progressive steering for increased agility and reduced steering effort.
We say:

“The Q3 advanced equipment line places the focus on the exterior design. The contrasting paint finish Manhattan grey, metallic and striking highlights catch the eye. Various interior packages make it possible to round off the perfect picture with sport seats, elements in Alcantara, elegant aluminium look and many other details. And the best thing: the various exterior lines can be easily combined with the interior packages.”

The figures for fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions can be found from page 44 onwards.

Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
"Come on, let's go!"

Lines & packages

The figures for fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions can be found from page 44 onwards.

Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made.

Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

We say:

"S line shows the Audi Q3 from its sportiest side. Striking front end, large air inlets and a dynamic rear diffuser indicate from the outside just what it’s capable of. Its interior is every bit as impressive. Elements such as a sport steering wheel in perforated leather, sport seats with cloth/leather/Alcantara surfaces and aluminium trim will make you a fan at top speed."
The figures for fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions can be found from page 44 onwards.

Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

Show your true colours!

You say:

“We say:

- Pulse orange, turbo blue and/or. Select the paint colour that best suits your personality. Rely on your taste and on the outstanding quality. Because the Audi Q3 is painted not just once, but four times, to keep it gleaming for a long time to come.

- You can choose from:

  - Nano grey, metallic
  - Chronos grey, metallic
  - Glacier white, metallic
  - Mythos black, metallic
  - Tango red, metallic
  - Turbo blue
  - Citrus yellow, metallic
  - Cosmos blue, metallic
  - Crystal grey, metallic
  - Crystal grey, metallic
Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

18-inch cast aluminium wheels in 5-arm design
19-inch Audi Sport cast aluminium wheels in 7-spoke rotor design in gloss anthracite
black, gloss turned finish¹, ²
18-inch cast aluminium wheels in 5-Y-spoke design, partly polished¹
19-inch Audi Sport cast aluminium wheels in 5-twin-arm design in matt titanium look, gloss turned finish¹, ²

We say:
"Its wheels emphasise the powerful, dynamic appearance of the Audi Q3. In an elegant or sporty design and in sizes from 17 to an impressive 20 inches. Regardless of which wheels you choose, they are all of high quality. This is guaranteed by a special test procedure and rigorous inspection.

You say:
“The bigger, the better!”

¹ Please note the special information relating to wheels in wintry road conditions on page 45. ² From Audi Sport GmbH.

20-inch Audi Sport cast aluminium wheels in 5-V-spoke star design in matt titanium look, gloss turned finish¹

18-inch cast aluminium wheels in 5-twin-arm design
19-inch cast aluminium wheels in 5-twin-spoke dynamic design (S design)

The figures for fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions can be found from page 44 onwards.

Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.
We say:
“In your Audi Q3 you sit on standard or sport seats. No matter whether you’re in the front or back, you’ll certainly feel the comfort. This is thanks to high-quality materials and precise workmanship – regardless of which seat upholstery you choose.”

- Pulse cloth/mono.pur 550 artificial leather combination in black-red; contrasting stitching in rock grey (sport seat)
- S line leather/mono.pur 550 artificial leather in black; contrasting stitching in rock grey
- Pulse cloth/mono.pur 550 artificial leather combination in black-silver; contrasting stitching in rock grey (sport seat)
- The figures for fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions can be found from page 44 onwards.
- Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

You say:
“Feels good.”

- Frequency Alcantara/mono.pur 550 artificial leather combination in black;
  contrasting stitching in rock grey (sport seat)
- Sport seats
- Leather/mono.pur 550 artificial leather combination in pearl beige (standard seat)
- Leather/mono.pur 550 artificial leather design selection combination in black-amber brown; contrasting stitching in amber brown (sport seat)
- Leather/mono.pur 550 artificial leather combination in rotor grey; contrasting stitching in anthracite (sport seat)
- Leather/mono.pur 550 artificial leather combination in pando grey-steel grey; contrasting stitching in rock grey (sport seat)
“Combine the new Alcantara interior package with inlays and accent surfaces, just as you choose. Whether classic, understated or in a masculine metallic look.”
The figures for fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions can be found from page 44 onwards. Some of the equipment illustrated or described is optional equipment for which an extra charge is made. Please contact your Audi partner or visit www.audi.com for detailed information about standard and optional equipment.

You say: “Could be just the thing!”

We say: “Easy-to-operate technology, design and comfort. Typical qualities that make the new Audi Q3 particularly suitable for everyday use. One example is the flexible rear seat bench plus that allows you to increase storage space in no time at all.”
Audi Genuine Accessories

Door sill LED – uses LED light to project the Audi rings onto the ground. Also available with the quattro logo.

Exterior mirror housings in high-quality carbon – a real eye-catcher.

Cast aluminium winter wheel – 5-arm Serra design, gloss black; 6.5 J x 17 for 215/65 R 17 size tyres.

All-weather floor mats – help protect the vehicle’s interior against moisture and coarse soiling. With Q3 logo.

Further information can be obtained from the accessories catalogue and from your Audi partner.

We say:

“Make your Audi look even more dynamic with Audi Genuine Accessories. Custom solutions that offer you the comfort and convenience you are used to from Audi. Be defined by exceptional products with quality you can rely on. In fascinating Audi design of course, which will make your day – time and again.

The figures for fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions can be found from page 44 onwards. Please note the information relating to Audi Genuine Accessories on page 47.

We say:

“Quality time.”

You say:

“Quality time.”

Carrier unit for roof rails
Ski and luggage box
Cycle rack for trailer towing hitch
Exterior mirror housings in carbon
Cast aluminium wheel in 5-arm Serra design, matt black, with contrasting colour matt quartz grey; 7J x 19 for 235/50 R 19 tyres.

Door sill LED – uses LED light to project the Audi rings onto the ground. Also available with the quattro logo.

Cast aluminium winter wheel – 5-arm Serra design, gloss black; 6.5 J x 17 for 215/65 R 17 size tyres.
We say:

"Welcome to your Audi Q3. Now climb into the special model Q3 edition one! Available in sporty pulse orange or elegant chronos grey, metallic – naturally with S line and design selection interior as well as many other exclusive highlights."

You say:

"Just my thing."
The fascination of the Audi Q3

We say: "The fascination of the Audi Q3. Find out more online, where you can discover the world of the new Audi Q3. More information, more individuality and more exclusivity. Now at www.audi.com/q3."

You say: "Is there more?"

We say: "The fascination of the Audi Q3. Find out more online, where you can discover the world of the new Audi Q3. More information, more individuality and more exclusivity. Now at www.audi.com/q3."
### Technical data

**Model**: Audi Q3 35 TFSI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine type</th>
<th>6-cylinder petrol engine with direct fuel injection and turbocharging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displacement in cc (valves per cylinder)</td>
<td>1,498 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. output¹ in kW at rpm</td>
<td>110/5,000–6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. torque in Nm at rpm</td>
<td>250/1,500–3,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive type</td>
<td>Front-wheel drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission type</td>
<td>6-speed manual transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unladen weight² in kg</td>
<td>1,535 [1,570]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross vehicle weight in kg</td>
<td>2,000/2,045 [2,025/2,070]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel tank capacity, approx. in l</td>
<td>60 [58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top speed in km/h</td>
<td>211 [207]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration 0–100 km/h in s</td>
<td>9.6 [9.2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel consumption⁷ in l/100 km</td>
<td>7.7–7.6 [6.9–6.8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂ emissions⁷ in g/km</td>
<td>145–139 [134–130]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Explanation of ¹ to ⁷ on this page.**

1. The figure given was calculated using the specified measuring procedure (current version of UN-R 85).
2. Unladen vehicle weight includes driver (75 kg) and fuel tank 90 % full, calculated in accordance with the drag coefficient, whereupon the possible payload limit and the top speed will be reduced accordingly.
3. The engine's power output always decreases with increasing altitude. At 1,000 m above sea level, and for every additional 1,000 m, deduct 1 % from the weight of the outfit (the load) from the gross weight of the towing vehicle. This means that load limits for trailer towing cannot be specified. The possible payload limit (for trailer towing for commercial purposes, a digital tachograph may be required under certain conditions.
4. Regulated.
5. We recommend using sulphur-free super unleaded RON 95 fuel complying with DIN EN 228; power output will be slightly reduced. Unleaded RON 95 fuel with a maximum ethanol content of 10 % (E10) can generally be used.
6. We recommend using sulphur-free diesel complying with DIN EN 590. If this is not available, use diesel complying with DIN EN 590/EN 590.
7. The specified fuel consumption and emission data have been determined according to the measurement procedures prescribed by law. Since 1 September 2017, certain new vehicles are already being type-approved according to the WLTP (Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Procedure). Diesel engines are measured and rated in accordance with the WLTP. The fuel consumption figures indicated are measured according to the WLTP protocol. The CO₂ emissions are measured according to the WLTP. In many cases, they are higher than those measured according to the NEDC. For further information on the WLTP (Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Procedure), please visit our website. We are currently still required by law to state the figures measured according to the NEDC. For this reason, the NEDC figures are derived from the WLTP data. It is possible to specify the WLTP figures voluntarily in addition until such time as this is required by law. In cases where the NEDC figures are specified as value ranges, these do not refer to a particular individual vehicle and do not constitute part of the sales offering. They are intended merely as a means of comparison between different vehicle types. Additional equipment and accessories (e.g. adhesives, different tyre formats, etc.) may change the relevant vehicle characteristics, such as weight, rolling resistance and aerodynamics, in conjunction with wind-related traffic conditions and individual driving style, may affect fuel consumption, electrical power consumption, CO₂ emissions and this performance figures for the vehicle. Further information on official fuel consumption figures and CO₂ emissions and power consumption of all new passenger car models which is available free of charge at all dealerships and from DAT Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH, Hellmuth-Hirth-Str. 1, 73760 Ostfildern-Scharnhausen, Germany (www.dat.de).

**Explanation of ‘–’ on this page.**
It is not possible to order a specific tyre. Ask your Audi partner about the range of tyres available in your country.

* Summer tyres 215/65 R 17 B–A A 71–68
  * All-season tyres 235/55 R 18 C C 71
  * Winter tyres 215/65 R 17 C B 72

The table shows the range of fuel efficiency, wet grip and exterior noise emission classes for the different classifications of tyre parameters:

- **Fuel efficiency**: A (highest) to G (lowest)
- **Wet grip**: A (highest) to E (lowest)
- **Exterior noise emission**: 1 (lowest) to 7 (highest)

The following are possible variations of exterior noise emission class:

- * Very low noise
- ** Low noise
- *** Medium noise
- **** High noise

**Interior elements in Alcantara, lunar silver.**

The Audi Q3 edition one is also available in chronos grey, metallic with sport seats in pando grey and exclusive leather/monopur 550 design selection combination in black-steel grey with exclusive contrasting stitching:

- **Key cover**
- **Leather steering wheel**
- **Multifunction**
- **Steering wheel**
- **3-spoke design, flattened at the bottom**
- **Dynamic indicator**
- **Matrix LED headlights and LED rear lights**
- **Audi Sport cast aluminium wheels**
- **5-V-spoke star design, integrated in matt titanium look, gloss turned finish¹**
- **S line with contrasting paint finish**
- **Manhattan grey, metallic**
- **Exterior colour**
- **Pulse orange**

The Audi Q3 edition one is also available in chronos grey, metallic with sport seats in pando grey and exclusive leather/monopur 550 design selection combination in black-steel grey with exclusive contrasting stitching:

- **Key cover**
- **Leather steering wheel**
- **Multifunction**
- **Steering wheel**
- **3-spoke design, flattened at the bottom**
- **Dynamic indicator**
- **Matrix LED headlights and LED rear lights**
- **Audi Sport cast aluminium wheels**
- **5-V-spoke star design, integrated in matt titanium look, gloss turned finish¹**
- **S line with contrasting paint finish**
- **Manhattan grey, metallic**
- **Exterior colour**
- **Pulse orange**
The vehicles and equipment versions illustrated and described in this brochure and some of the services listed are not available in all countries. Some of the cars illustrated are equipped with optional features for which an extra charge is made. Details concerning the delivery specifications, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights, fuel consumption and running costs of the vehicles were correct to the best of our knowledge at the time of going to press. Deviations from the colours and shapes shown in the illustrations may occur. No liability is accepted for errors and printing errors. The right to introduce modifications is reserved. Not to be reproduced, including in part, without the written approval of AUDI AG.

This brochure is printed on paper made from pulp bleached without the use of chlorine.